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Summary

Ground roll attenuation of seismic data acquired in foothills areas is one of the most challenging
problems in land seismic exploration.  Irregular  topography and near-surface heterogeneities
produce near-surface scattered waves that mask the upcoming body-waves reflections. These
scattered waves as treated as seismic noise that must  be removed in the filtering stage to
enhance  the  reflections.  However,  conventional  methods  such  as   filters  don't  work
properly with this kind of noise because it  is in the same frequency-velocity bandwidth than
signal and there is not way to know what is the ideal expected result. In this work, we use elastic
wave modeling over a 2D profile extracted from the SEAM Foothills model to ideally divide the
full wavefield into the near-surface wavefield and deep wavefield. The resulting synthetic data
help enhance the understanding of the near-surface scattering behavior and can also be used
as a gold standard to design new ground roll filters.

Modeling of  near-surface scattering waves

Seismic  waves  are  usually  divided  into  surface  waves  and  body  waves.  However,  In  the
presence  of  irregular  topography  and  near-surface  heterogeneities,  both  surface  and  body
waves are scattered producing surface scattered waves and body- scattered waves. All these
kinds of  waves can be modeled by elastic  wave modeling.  As equation 1 shows,   The full
wavefield  corresponds to the solution of the elastic wave equation in the whole domain and
it can be approximated as the sum of  surface waves , body waves ,  surface
scattered waves , and body scattered waves .  

( 1)

The modeled full  wavefield can be divided into Near-surface wavefield and Deep wavefield
(equation  2).  The  Near-surface  wavefield  corresponds  to  the  solution  of  the  elastic  wave
equation by using only a portion of the model including only the near-surface part. This Near-
surface wavefield includes surface waves and surface scattered waves. Therefore, the Deep
wavefield  includes body waves and body scattered waves.

( 2)
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The Deep wavefield can be computed by subtracting the Near-surface wavefield from the Full 
wavefield (Equation 3).

( 3)

Numerical example in the SEAM Foothills Phase II model

We perform elastic wave modeling over the SEAM Foothills Phase II to ideally divide the full
wavefield into the near-surface and deep wavefield. The SEAM  Foothills Phase II is a model
designed by the SEG Advanced Modeling  (SEAM) Corporation  between 2011 and 2016 to
understand  the  complexity  of  seismic  wave  propagation  in  mountainous  onshore  areas,  in
particular  Andean foothills  (Oristaglio,  2013;  Regone,  2017).  The model  covers a  region of
approximately  14.5  by  12.5  km  in  horizontal  extent  and  11  km  in  depth  extent.  In  our
simulations, we use a 2D model section extracted from the SEAM Foothills Phase II along dip
line at Y=6.26 km (Figure 1). 

Figure 1. 2D section extracted from the SEAM Foothills Phase II model. The section is a slide
along dip line at Y=6.26 km. The dashed line at Z=3800 m indicates the maximum depth of
near-surface used in the simulations.

To compute the synthetic data,  we use a 2D finite-difference code that uses the parameter-
modified method from Cao and Chen (2018) to solve the free-surface condition. We perform the
modeling by using a 10 Hz Ricker wavelet source located at X = 5000 m and 10 m depth. The
receivers are located at the surface with an interval of 10 m of horizontal distance. We perform 2
simulations to compute the Full and Near-surface wavefield. The first simulation is performed to
compute the Full  wavefield  by using the whole 2D section model  in  Figure  1.  The second
experiment is performed to compute the Near-surface wavefield by using only a portion of the
2D section limited by the dashed line along Z=3800 m as shown Figure 1. Finally, the Deep
wavefield can be calculated by subtracting the modeled near-surface wavefield from the Full
wavefield.

Figure 2 shows three snapshots of the Full, Near-surface, and Deep wavefield  of the vertical
component velocity. In the snapshots at  5.0 s, it is observed that the Full wavefield and the
Near-surface wavefield are equal  and there is no Depp wavefield.  This  is  because the Full
wavefield  is still in the near-surface part above the dashed line.  In the snapshots at 1.0 s, the
Deep wavefield appears and the Near-surface wavefield is zero below the dashed line. Finally,
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in the snapshots at 2.0 s, it is observed that the upcoming body waves from the Deep wavefield
are scattered in the near-surface area.

Figure 3 shows the shot gathers from full, near-surface, and deep wavefield of the vertical and
horizontal  components.  Looking at  the shot  gathers,  It  seems that Full  wavefield and Near-
surface wavefield are almost identical. However, it is observed that there is some energy in the
Deep wavefield, which is the difference between the Full wavefield and Near-surface wavefield.
This result  indicates that most of the energy in the Full wavefield corresponds to the Near-
surface  wavefield  and  only  a  minor  portion  of  the  Full  wavefield  corresponds  to  the Deep
wavefield. For this particular example, the Deep wavefield only represents 1.8% of the recorded
Full wavefield.

 (a) Snapshots at 0.5 s. 

(b) Snapshots at 1.0 s.

(c) Snapshots at 2.0 s.

Figure 2. Snapshots of the propagation of full, near-surface and deep wavefield of the vertical
component at (a), 0.5 seconds (b) 1.0 second, and (c) 2.0 seconds.
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 (a) Wavefields of vertical component

(b) Wavefields of horizontal component

Figure 3. Shot gathers from full, near-surface and deep wavefield of (a) vertical component and
(b) horizontal component.

Discussion and conclusions

Modeling realistic synthetic data requires earth models with the same characteristics as real
scenarios. In the case of foothills areas, the earth model must include irregular topography and
near-surface heterogeneities to simulate scattered waves. The SEAM Foothills Phase II is a
great model to replicate the scattering of surface waves commonly seen in foothills surveys.
This model can be even improved by including random near-surface heterogeneities that cause
near-surface scattering closer to that observed in real data (Sánchez-Galvis et al, 2021). We
used elastic wave modeling over SEAM Foothills Phase II to ideally remove the Near-surface
wavefield from the Full wavefield to have a Deep wavefield with the body waves reflections
without the ground roll.  The computed synthetic data serve as input to understanding near-
surface scattering waves besides providing an simulated (“ideal”) expected result for ground roll
filter design.
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